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the Class of 2024

Fresh men
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in some ways, we all

belong
Although I can't speak for

with our friends.

groups
that we all belong in."
Anna Brenneman
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there are defined

Lance Anderson
Mario Andreev

Peyton Arndt
Daniel Baires
Sean Beasley

Aleya Beimers
Emma Benson

Connor Berg
Mathew Bernardy

Stori Blois
Cody Boone

Jacob Brackney
Anna Brenneman

Cora Brotherton

Cami Brunkow
Ashton Buzick

Ava Chung
Aden Cohen-Smith

Emma Cox

Hope Cracknell
Lydia Crookston
Owen Davidson

Michael Davis
Madisyn Dechant

Linda Douglas
Cooper Douglass

Keaton Dreher
Aubry Duncan

Mackenzie Estep

Tyler Fix
Gianna Gagliano

Laila Gallaher
Makayla Galler
Jayden Genece

Jude German
Harrison Gillings

Adler Gunderson
Freja Hampton
Emilee Harding

Maisy Harris
Caleb Hart

Tyler Hawes
Lauren Hiatt

Valyn Highley
Nicholas Hill
Levi Hinson

Kenna Hughes
Margarita Iftodi

Abigail Jett
Adriana Kahanek

Zosia Karns
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Music Mends. Music is often one of the most effective
tools when it comes to helping students de-stress, stay
focused, or get motivated to do their homework. Hope
Cracknell stated, "Music to me is a way to calm down
and let out emotions I usually am not showing when
around people." Mark Leoni had a similar opinion,
explaining that "Music is a peaceful and focusing thing
for me. It calms me down after a stressful day, and when
I struggle to focus on the task at hand, music helps a lot.
It also helps me fall asleep, mainly because I've
conditioned myself." Additionally, music is often used as
a coping mechanism for students such as Cooper
Douglass. "Music means a lot to me. It was and is my
main coping mechanism to get through hard times like
my parents divorce," Cooper described.
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Some students have been attending Jefferson
Academy since the beginning of elementary
school, while others started their journey in
seventh, eighth, or ninth grade. Here are
answers gathered from this year's freshmen
class about when they became a jaguar.

Tuning In

Incredible Influencer. Some students have a mentor in their life to
guide them. For Cailet Reynolds it was "probably my great grandfather.
He was the one that helped me build my room. He was also a war
hero." For Cora Brotherton her biggest influencer is "my dad because
we're a lot like each other, creepily similar and so he has just kinda
been a role model to me. It's like having a handbook of yourself. But
the handbook is your dad." Lily Lorda exclaimed, "I would say my
parents have had the biggest impact. I am very grateful that I have
parents who love me for me and want me to grow and change. They
taught me that I am beautiful both inside and out. They also hold me
accountable for my actions when needed. My parents are far from
perfect, but I love them for who they are. They have made a huge
impact on my life." Freshmen
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